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collar workers and inhabitants of the Northeast seaboard
reached a different conclusion. Furthermore, about a quarter
of those interviewed revealed anti-Semitic attitudes them-
selves. More serious than the professional agitator was the
unthinking or disgruntled individual who expressed casually,
irresponsibly and often flippantly a bias compounded of
several things, chiefly the belief that Jews belonged to an
unassimilable minority group and monopolized certain busi-
nesses and professions, together with such carefully planted
absurdities as that they were all Communists (sometimes
merely New Dealers), yet "international bankers/* Few
Americans felt anything but disgust at Hitler's overt perse-
cution of the Jews, but a not inconsiderable minority
thoughtlessly parroted Nazi talk.
Despite the growth of anti-Semitism, gullibility to foreign
propaganda attracted more notice than ever before, stemming
largely from the lurid tales about mutilated Belgian children
and crucified Canadian soldiers spread during the First World
War by Britain, France and America's own Creel committee*
Writings of "revisionist" historians like Harry Elmer Barnes
and, at a higher level of scholarship, Sidney B. Fay, but-
tressed by best sellers like Walter Millis's Road to War
(1935), sought (with enthusiastic aid from Prussian Ad-
miral Arno Spindler and Count Max Montgelas) to explode
the "myth" of German war guilt in 1914 and often stressed
the role, played by British propaganda in persuading the
United States to "pull Britain's chestnuts out of the fire/*
Such publications fed the rising isolationist sentiment of the
1930's.*
In the autumn of 1937 was set up in New York City a
* The economic interpretation of history played into the hands of pro-
German apologists in the latter twenties and the thirties by creating a **mer-
chants-of-death" bogey about Allied munitions makers and also by kindling
.sympathy for Germany as a *'have-not" nation, forgetting that she was a
"have" in 1914. Before the menace of Hitler became irrefutable, many liberals
in the United States and other countries thus tended to admire "misunder-
stood" Germany and disparage "greedy" France.

